


CAMP LOCATION 2022:
BGI akademiet
Gramvej 3
DK-8783 Hornsyld
https://www.bgiakademiet.dk/

HDKI Summer Camp 2023 
Location
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Arriving via Aarhus/Tirstrup Airport (AAR)
Distance to venue: ~100km, 1h45m

Arriving via Billund Airport (BLL) 
Distance to venue: ~60km, 0h50m

Arriving via Copenhagen Airport (CPH)
Distance to venue: ~261km, 3:00h
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HDKI 2023 
Summer Camp



On Sunday – instead of waiting many hours in the airport – there are
these 2 options for activities in the area of Billund. Scott Sensei is an 
expert in both and can guide you, trust me.

Recommended Hotel (Thursday to Friday)
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→ Arriving in Billund airport (= BLL airport):
On the THURSDAY we will organize a joint PICK UP in BLL airport at 16:00 (4 PM’ish) for 
the people arriving with flights from London Stansted, Dublin and Oslo. This bus will bring 
you to Odder Park Hotel where you will spend the night before going to the REAL venue 
Friday morning (another bus pick-up)

Similar we will arrange a joint transportation back to this airport on the SUNDAY 
afternoon (after the camp). This will leave around 13:00 (1 PM) after camp end & lunch.

The recommended flight which fits to this pick up – see next page

The price to pay for this 3x  bus service is still to be determined (as a first est. pls. use ~€ 80,-
/person @ 20 persons using this). Price will be the actual cost to be shared amongst the group
using it.  Please reserve your seat(s) in the online registration form. 

As the Camp registration closes – and we can calculate the final price - a separate payment link 
will be provided.
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This bus will also take you from Odder Park Hotel
to the venue on the Friday morning.
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Day Who Route Departure Arrival What

Thursday Norway OSL - BLL 13:30 14:40 flight
Ireland DUB - BLL 11:55 14:50 flight
GB STN - BLL 12:30 15:05 flight

All who arrives with the above 
mentioned flights BLL - Odder Park Hotel

booked for 
16:00 17:00 Chartered bus

Friday Same group as above Odder Park Hotel - Camp
booked for 

08:15 09:00 Chartered bus

Sunday
All for BLL airport Camp - BLL

booked for 
13:00 13:45 Chartered bus

GB BLL - STN 20:35 21:10 flight
Norway BLL - OSL 22:15 23:25 flight
Ireland BLL - DUB 23:00 23:55 flight
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Example (feb 5th, 2023): €150 for 2 persons in a double room (2 beds) incl. breakfast
10% discount on the "price of the day" when booking using voucher code: odderkarate

Link to booking:
https://montrahotels.dk/odder-parkhotel

https://montrahotels.dk/odder-parkhotel

